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Park during the Games. Stratford City
is the largest urban shopping centre 
in Europe.

The centre has been a huge suc-
cess and the views of the Olympic
Stadium and Aquatics Centre were
spectacular! I wandered into the
OMEGA boutique as they had an 
exhibition in the shop, of many of their
classic watches and historical pieces
of art. OMEGA are the official time-
keepers for the Olympic Games and
this one will be their 25th. One of the
most memorable exhibits was the
stopwatch that timed Roger Bannister
as he ran the sub-4-minute mile in 3
minutes 59.4 seconds on 6th May
1954 - the latest record was achieved
in 1999 by a Moroccan athlete at
16.27 seconds faster. No chance I’ll
ever be fit enough to even run a mile,
so I will need to be happy and con-
tented with my musical swim.

News of Royal Mail’s price increase
for 1st and 2nd class stamps is a
painful blow to all card makers. Mind
you, so many of the beautiful samples
you make seem too good to even
chance to a postal system and may
well be given in person. For those of
us addicted, I can’t imagine this news
will put us off.

I for one can’t wait to try out some
of the new Craft Creations items, 
especially the new Stardust glitter
paper and card and the latest die-cut
découpage featuring spring birds and
beautiful old-fashioned planes.

Hope you had an enjoyable Easter.

You may remember I men-
tioned in the last issue of the 
Craft Creations magazine, that 
I had taken out a subscription 
to a gym which included a 
wonderful 25 metre swimming 
pool. I’ve just returned from 
a session there where I was 
joined in the water by Gary Barlow,
the whole cast of the Lion King, Les
Miserables and Sister Act. Now you
would imagine it was quite over-
crowded but they were only with me
in ‘voice’ and not person. I’m the
proud owner of a waterproof MP3
player, made by a well known manu-
facturer of swimwear! 

My technique has never been the
best, I’m one of those ladies who
plods up and down the lengths with
head above the water level at a slow
pace, but with my simple manual lap
counter attached to my finger and 
this wondrous music playing in my
ears, it feels like pure heaven. So
much so, that today I swam 60
lengths or a mile. I’ve never gone 
so far, but somehow it felt effortless,
listening to my favourite songs.

The only somewhat disturbing thing
was, that hard as I tried, I just couldn’t
get a swimming rhythm in time with
the beat – the tunes were either too
fast or too slow for me. Never mind,
I’m sure I’ll eventually find some 
which are just right, or get so fit that
I’ll be able to keep up with the faster
melodies! Just to swim along to Alfie
Boe singing ‘Bring Me Home’ from
Les Miserables, and Gary Barlow,
Robbie Williams and the rest of ‘Take
That’ singing ‘The Flood’ was such a
joy, and there was no need to worry
about a flood where I was.

I bought the said music player 
just last week when I visited the 
new Westfield shopping centre, a 1.9 
million sq.ft development at Stratford
City which is directly adjacent to the
Olympic Park, and it’s estimated that
three quarters of the spectators will
pass through it on their way into the



The Perfect Cook
By Dave King
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR250P, SR251P, SR252P,
SR253P, SR254P & SR255P. 

Creative Images: CIM526A & CIM527A.

Creative Cover Card: 2 x CRE04CA4 Dark Brown.

Gold Label Stickers: XL023U-01, XL562U-01,
XL563U-01 Lettering & XL769U-01 Swags.

Gold Pen: WRI62 and Gold Brads: BRD101.

Brown Ink Pad.

Die-Cut Tags: TAG01C-52 Popset White.

White Box: BOX25-BASE and BOX25-LID.

TO MAKE THE BOOK:

1. Begin with the cover of the book. Measure and
lightly mark the exact centre of the brown card. 

2. Make a mark at 12mm each side of the centre line
and score a line down from both of these marks. 

3. Measure 120mm from each of these scored lines
and score another line each side. 

4. Score along both long edges 17mm in from the
edge. Fold and unfold all the scored lines.

5. Cut across each corner where the lines intersect 
as shown.

6. Cut each end of the two scored lines close to the
centre, from the edge of the card to the scored line
going across them. 

17mm

12mm

120mm

12mm

Centre Line

Don’t Score

Emboss Lines on Spine x 4

1

2

8

3 3

120mm

5 5

5 5

6

6

77

4

17mm 4

I have a real love of old books, so when I recently
came across a couple of lovely old cookery books, it
got me thinking about making this book card, perfect
for any one who loves either cookery or old books. 

7. Cut a small sliver off the large panel side, at each
cut made at 6. Do this at the top and bottom of the

sheet (bottom only shown).

8. Score four binding lines across the
spine, it is not important exactly where
these are but keep them level across
the spine. Place the cover on an 
embossing mat or folded towel and
deepen the embossing, taking care 
not to split the card. 

Place double sided tape on each
flap and stick them down in the follow-
ing order: Begin with the two little bits
on the spine, then the top and bottom
edges and finishing with the two sides.

Use gold pen to accent the ridges
on the spine, and where the spine
folds at the front and back cover, then
add the peel off motifs and writing. 

Make a box on the front cover using
the gold pen (or peel off stickers if you
prefer) about 6mm in from the edges.
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Stick into place by the fold on the left. The
tab tucks into the brown strip, and the
pocket is opened using the little thumbnail. 

15. Now work on the lid. Cut off the two
fold-in tabs along the red lines as shown. 

16. Score another fold line (blue dashed 
line) about 1mm from the pre-scored line as
shown, this will make it a better fit when 
the two parts are put together.

17. Place a strip of double sided tape along
the innermost panel of both short sides. 

Fold the 3 sides up using the tape to hold
the short sides together, but leaving the long
side with the tabs cut off unfolded. Add 
the wood paper around the three made up
edges as you did for the base (not shown).

No Tape Behind

This Upright Strip

Cover Inside Base

With Creative Paper

10

9

9

11

11

11

12

13

13

14
14

140 x 155mm card

D/S Tape

Brown Card

15

15

17

17

18

16

Pic 1

21

Either write the title on the front of the book and spine or, use
gold peel off stickers as shown.

Move on to the inside of the book, which is made from the
box base and lid. Hold the two parts of the box together to be
certain which is the base and which the lid. Take the smaller
one, the base, and make up as usual. (Instructions are given in
our catalogue and online if you are unsure of how to do this.)

Place the base as shown (above) with the inside facing you
and make the page edges as follows. Cut a strip of the wood
veneer paper (with the grain going along the strip) to the exact
depth of the outside side of the box (about 22mm). 

9. Add double sided tape to the back of the strip and use it 
to cover the top and left edge of the box. It’s not long enough
to do the whole thing in one go, so take it a few millimetres
around the bottom corner before cutting, then use a new strip
along the bottom edge from the corner to just around the next
corner as shown.

10. Cover the bottom of this box with SR253P creative paper. 

11. Cut two 15mm wide strips from the long edge of second
piece of brown card. Fold one of the strips so it fits into the
box as shown, place double sided 
tape on the outside top and bottom 
edges only (not on the upright sec-
tion) and press into place. Stick the 
other strip on the other side in the 
same way (not shown), overlap the 
short sides and use tape behind 
the long edge too for this piece.

12. Cut a piece of brown card to 
140mm x 155mm, this will be the 
right height to fit neatly inside the 
box and rest on the brown strip. 

13. Score a fold 15mm from the left 
edge, fold it then pop it in the box to 
measure where the next fold needs 
to be to fit correctly. Shape the top 
and bottom of this fold to make a 
tab as shown.

14. Cut a little thumbnail on the cen-
tre of this fold to make a handle. 
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VARIATION:

Lovely though this very detailed book/card is, you
may want to make something a bit less complicated.
This version is made much more simply, from an
SF10U card blank, cutting the front down to make
the spine and slightly smaller front cover.

The veneer paper is mitred at the top corner and
stuck flat on the back panel of the card. Use the 
floral paper for the inside front cover and inner spine.
Fold two strips of recipes, sticking the backs of the
pages together so they are double sided. Then stick
these just onto the inner spine.

D/S Tape On Back 

Place Base & Lid Together 

Wrap Around

19

20

Pic 2

18. Cut a piece of brown card to fit in-
side the lid of the box, just up to the 
fold, and stick it in place (the box is 
folded, not unfolded as shown). 

19. Place the lid on the base with the 
unfinished sides together and add 
double sided tape to the back of the 
two strips as shown. 

20. Wrap the side of the lid around to the back of the
base and stick it to the box. You should now have a
box that opens like a book. 

21. Open the box/book as shown (pic 1) and cover
the box side and inside the spine (just visible in the
photo) with SR253P paper.

Open up the little box compartment in the base,
and using the selection of papers and creative im-
ages, make some tags, pictures and recipes to put
on the lid of this little box compartment, so it resem-
bles a pin board (see pic 2). Colour the edges with
brown ink and scrunch up a bit to give them an
‘aged’ look, then fix them to the box lid using the 
mini brads, through the lid, to look like drawing pins
(the ends of the brads will be covered later). Add 
little bits of double sided to keep the larger bits in
place. Make a couple of tags for the inside (for the
greeting and message). Then close the compartment.

Cut both recipe pages along the centre to make
two strips of 3 pages from each. Fold these in a 
zig-zag fashion to create the book pages. Stick the
savoury title page over the top of the compartment 
to cover the brad ends with the other two pages just
folded on top (left side of pic 1), fold the little thumb-
nail tab over them to hold them in place.

Use the second strip of savoury recipes and both
the sweet recipe strips for the rest of the book (right
hand side of pic 1). Join the sets of folded pages
using narrow strips of paper on the back. Stick the
last page to the brown card inside the lid with the
other pages just folded on top. These pages can be
pulled open to read all the recipes.

Close the book and place double 
sided tape onto the outside of the lid and base, cover
them really well as this tape will be used to hold the
book cover on. Do not put any tape on the spine.

Slip the cover onto the closed box (with the back-
ing still on the tape). Check it all fits nicely then 
open the cover one side, remove the backing and 
refold the cover to stick that side in place. Do the
same with the other side to complete the book.



Die-Cut Découpage
By Jenny Kearley

INTRODUCTION:

These are quick and easy die-cut 3D découpage sheets,
simply press out and layer. On each of these sheets we
have also included a separate pyramid design, so you
can make twice as many cards. Use the layer hints
below to help make your designs look really special. 

Hawker Typhoon: DCD556 
Main Card: SL01U-18 Deep Red. Cut a panel of antique green canvas paper
(SR257P) to fit the card as shown. Add the border across the lower edge 
and a strip of texture ribbon (MTR20-25) to the side folding the ends to the
back. Tie a knot in a short piece of the same ribbon and stick it on as shown
then stick this panel onto the card. Matt layer 1 onto red and green card
(COL160CA4 & COL164CA4) and add to the card.
Pyramid Card: SF07U-10 Parch Marque Cream. The bottom of the card is
covered with light kraft paper (SR228P), with green texture ribbon covering
the join (MTR20-66). The birthday border and pyramid are matted onto red
card (COL160CA4) and the RAF roundels are added using mini fixers. The
remaining pieces are all from the découpage sheet.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 3: Stick a piece of black cotton from the rudder to the pole, sticking it
on the back before fixing the plane in place.
Layer 4: Gently curve the leading edge of the wing down to shape, leaving the

spikes straight. Sticky fix the tips of both wings and
glue by the body of the plane. Curve the nose cone
down at the top and bottom, sticky fix by the wide
end of the cone and glue the tip. Bend the propeller
blade up a little to look nice.

De Havilland Tiger Moth: DCD555
Main Card: HG03U-29 Dark Blue. All the items used are on the sheet, the 
birthday banner is layered on using mini fixers with a little cotton thread 
so it’s flying out from the plane. The ‘dad’ is mounted using mini fixers.
Pyramid Card: SF03C-152 Suede. Strips of creative paper on the left 
(SR019P clouds and SR252P Veneer) with brown check ribbon (MTR27-
71) tied over the join. The design and extra panel are matted onto red 
card (COL160CA4) and veneer paper. The birthday sticker is XL642U-24.
Layer Tips: 
Layer 3: Cut between the propeller blades and nose and curve the nose 
down. On the tail, cut between the rudder (triangular bit) and the tail and
curve the triangle down at the cut.
Layer 4: Place the fixers on the centre and the right hand end of the wing and 
glue the left side down. Use a tiny touch of glue on the bottom of the strut.
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Wren In Mayblossom: DCD557
Main Card 1: HG03U-43 Linen White. Cover with antique blue 
canvas paper (SR258P). Matt layer 1 and the long border onto
white then yellow card. Make long, thin tags from white card for 
the wording borders and stick the discs on as shown. Matt these 
onto yellow card and punch a hole at the end. As you mount the 
tags using mini fixers, slip some wide and narrow green ribbon 
through the holes and mini fix these in place too. The tiny discs 
are also mini fixed to the card. The peel-off sticker is XL811U-01.
Main Card 2: SCF01U-44 Linen Cream. A panel of pastel green 
stripe paper (SR206P) is mounted onto the card. Cut a wide edge 
from another scalloped card, tie essence ribbon (MTR47-70) 
around it, add the long border from the découpage sheet to the 
side, then matt onto the striped panel. Layer 1 is matted onto 
fresh blue and fresh cream card (CNT139CA4 & CNT137CA4). 
Pyramid Card: SF08U-52 Popset White. Use pink/white dots 
paper (SR193P) and pink ribbon (MTR22-10) on the card as 
shown. The pyramid and borders are matted onto pink card 
(COL158CA4), and green too for the lower border (COL164CA4).
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Begin by sticky fixing the bird into place, as the end of 
the branch will then be covered by the leaves in the lower corner. 
On the top left corner piece: Cut partway between the two lower 
leaves, shape the bottom one down and the higher one up a 
little. Sticky fix the single leaves and glue at the stems.
Layer 3: Cut between the body and tail, curving the body down 
at the back and the tail up a little. Sticky fix the single leaf and 
glue the stem.
Layer 4: Cut around the curve between the upper and lower part 

of the wing and curve the bottom down 
a little. Glue the top point of the wing.

as shown. Matt the heart onto angel hair cutting this to
shape and mount using sticky fixers.
Pyramid Card 2: SF08U-45 Hammer White. Matt layer
1 of the pyramid and the two borders onto stardust
glitter paper (STG14PA4). Mount as shown and add
the gems (GEM74).
Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut between the body and the foot on the left,
then curve the foot and branch down. Glue the top of
the main branch.
Layer 3: Cut between 
the back of the bird and 
branch, leaving the foot 
uncut, curving the body 
down, sticky fix in place 
and glue the top of the 
branch.
Layer 4: Curve the top 
of the wing and glue.
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Goldfinch In Cherry: DCD558
Main Card 1: SF01U-26 Pale Blue. Matt layer 1 onto white card and
mount in the position shown. Cut the candy stripe paper (SR179P) to fit

to the left and bottom of the card. Cut a
22mm deep candy strip to fit across the
card, matt green stardust glitter paper
(STG15PA4) onto it, then sticky fix the
word border on top. Use the same paper
to back the motifs and sticky fix in place.
Main Card 2: ST01U-52 Popset White.
Layer 1 is matted onto mulberry paper
(M33A4), and the borders onto soft pearl
paper (PE05A4). The ribbon is MTR45-14
and the gems are GEM51 & GEM52. 
Pyramid Card 1: SF07U-43 Linen White.
Cover the bottom 2cm of the card with
pink angel hair paper (AH04A4) and the
rest with buddha paper (BD02A4). Add
the border from the découpage sheet
across the join and mount the pyramid 



Parchment Butterfly
By Amanda Dray BA (Hons)
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Water Colour Paper: BOC01A4, Black Paper:
CRE05PA4 and Parchment Paper: TR005A4.

Silver Card: CNT102CA4.

Black Permanent Pen or Mapping Pen and Ink.

Black and Purple Felt Tipped Pens.

Red, Orange and Yellow Watercolour Paints.

Purple, Blue and Green Metallic Marker Pens 
(or Mica Powders).

Black Beads and Thread (for body).

2 Black Flower Stamens.

Peel Off Stickers: XL469U-03 Thank You.

3 Saucers and 3 Small Sponges 
(a washing up sponge cut into 3 works well). 

Rock Salt.

Card Mount: SF08U-45 Hammer White.

If you prefer a more solid look to your butter-
fly, or if you find the smaller holes too fiddly to
cut, simply colour them in black as well.

After colouring in everything, use a sharp craft
knife to carefully cut away all the sections of 
the wings shown orange. If you prefer, you can
pierce and cut out all the areas with a perforat-
ing tool and parchment scissors or snips as you
would do for a standard parchment design.

Now cut around the outside of both pairs of
wings. Go around all the cut edges in black felt
tip pen to cover up the white of the parchment. 

Add some “shimmer” to the wings by brush-
ing on some of the metallic pens or powders

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Secure the parchment over the diagram using a little
masking tape. Trace all the black lines on both wings
using black pen then remove from the diagram. 

Colour the front and back of both wings with felt tipped
pens as follows using the diagram to guide you. 

Use purple to fill in the areas shown purple on the dia-
gram. Use black for the areas shown light grey. Make sure
you colour a bit of black either side of the black pen lines
where they go between the orange sections, as you need
slightly more width than the pen line when cutting out the
sections. You don’t need to be too neat when colouring
around these orange sections as they will be cut away. 

This lovely parchment design is presented over a hand
painted background, giving a beautifully strong, warm
glow to the finished card.

MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE BACKGROUND PAPER:

Mix each of the three watercolour paints with a little
water on a separate saucer. Starting with the yellow,
quickly sponge the paint onto the watercolour paper, then
the orange and then the red, overlapping them as you go
so that they blend into one another. 

While the paint is still wet, sprinkle with the rock salt
and leave to dry. This will create gorgeous bright colours
with a lovely texture.
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x

Actual Size

Approximately

Actual Size

with a slightly dampened paintbrush, see
the actual size photo on the right for more
detail and colour placement.

Glue the top wings onto the bottom
wings overlapping just at the centre nod-
ule marked with a red ‘X’.

Make the body of the butterfly by gluing
the beads together, I used two tapered
beads for the body, a round bead for the
head and four seed beads; two for the
eyes, one for the mouth and one between
the two body beads for the thorax. The
body could easily be made from black
Fimo if you can’t find any suitable beads,
use the photo on the right for guidance.

If your beads are not black, paint them 
with black acrylic paint, add a couple 
of coats of clear varnish and leave to 
dry. If you can’t find stamens in black, 
simply colour them using the black 
pen and allow to dry.

Glue the stamens to the head 
section as shown (right). Keep the 
body separate from the butterfly for now 
while you work on the background.

Cut a piece of black paper to 90mm x
200mm and stick it to the centre of the

front panel. Cut a piece of silver 
to 86mm x 196mm and stick onto
the black.

Cut a piece of black paper to
60mm x 190mm. Stick this over
the silver panel placing it with
equal borders to the top, bottom
and left hand side. Cut a piece of
the hand painted paper made ear-
lier to 56mm x 186mm, choosing 
a piece which shows the three
colours nicely, and stick this cen-
trally over the black panel.

Cut a piece of black paper to
20mm x 56mm and silver to 16mm
x 52mm for the ‘thank you’ panel.
Matt these together and add the
wording stickers. 

Stick the left side of the panel to
the bottom of the card across the
coloured background as shown,
using sticky fixers under the right
hand side to lift it to same level.

Place the butterfly wings at an
angle as shown and glue onto the
card in the middle and a couple of
places behind the wings. Add the
body fixing securely with a strong
glue such as UHU black top.



Beautiful Baby Book
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR087P 
Words, SR099P Baby Borders,
SR193P Pink/White Dots and
SR223P White/Pink Dots.

Collage Sheets: CS013 and CS014 Baby.

Die-Cut Découpage: DCD534 Baby Girl.

Card: STD14CA4, Coral, STD15CA4 Rose Quartz,
GB07A4, Pink Glitter and any White Card.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL327U-02 Bootees, XL624U-
02 & -20 Baby Words, XL563U-02 & XL564U-02
Letters, XL632U-02 Borders, XL554U-02 Corners
ZL763U-50 Flower Power, ZL640U-82 Heart Bor-
der, ZL800U-42 Hearts, ZL758U-50, ZL759U-50
and ZL794U-50 Letters & Numbers.

Scrap of Clear Acetate: PET01.

Selection of Pretty Ribbons and Pastel Buttons. 

Beads: ACC023 and Baby Pins: ACC037.

Heart Gems: GE02-06 Pink.

Craft Wire: AWR03 Silver.

Card Mount: SL01U-30 x 2.

Presentation Box: 
BOX46-Base & BOX46-Lid.

PREPARE CARD 1:

1. Trim the card to 100mm deep
and cut 90mm from the front
panel as shown. Place as shown
with the inside facing you.

2. Score a line on the back panel
at 12mm from the fold line.

3. Cover the back of the card
(going right across both panels)
with pink/white dots paper then
fold and unfold the card again.

4. Trace the letter ‘B’ from the actual size diagram.
Place the tracing over the inside of the front panel
(with the ‘B’ back-to-front as it’s the inside of the
card), aligning the straight edge of the ‘B’ with the
pre-scored fold line. Transfer the lines.

5. Trim the end of the panel away along the edge 
of the ‘B’ shape and cut out the holes in the traced
shape too. Note the coloured ‘B’ shown on the dia-
gram is not in place at this stage.

6. Cut a piece of acetate large enough to cover both
holes in the ‘B’ and stick the acetate to the inside of
the front panel. Trace a ‘B’ onto coral card, cut it out
and stick in place over the ‘B’ end of the card.

7. Cover the inside back panel with white/pink dots
paper (see photo 4a).

8. Trace the ‘Y’ and transfer onto pink glitter board.
Push a pink safety pin through one side as shown
(photo 4a) then stick the ‘Y’ onto the far end of the 
inside back panel, leaving the right hand side open
to make a pocket for the heart tag to tuck into. 

1. Score

6. Trim

6. Trim 1. Score

5. D/S Tape

25mm 65mm

555

2. Cover Other Side with Dot Paper

2. Cover This Side with Dot Paper

4. Add Coral ‘B’ 

Card 2
Inside View

5. Push Sides Together

Pre Scored Fold Line

3. Add Pink ‘A’ To 

Other Side of Card

X

90mm

1. Trim Panel 2. Score

Pre-Scored Fold Line

1. Trim Card

to 100mm

Deep

1. Trim Card

to 100mm Deep

5. Trim

5. Trim

6. Add Coral ‘B’

5. Trim

4. Trace ‘B’ Onto The Card

8. Add
Glitter ‘Y’

Leave This
Side Open

3. Cover Other Side with Dot Paper

7. Cover This Side with Dot Paper

Card 1
Inside View

9. D/S Tape

1a

This beautiful keepsake baby
book includes all the important
details of the new arrival. It can be
made in advance of the birth and
the baby’s details added when
she arrives. 

To make a baby boy book, sim-
ply choose the blue/boy versions
of all the items used.
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4a

PREPARE CARD 2:

9. Add a line of double sided tape into the narrow
section between the score lines, leaving the backing
on for now.

2a

3a

1. Trim the card to 100mm deep. Place the card as
shown with the inside facing you and score a line on
each panel at 10mm from the fold line as shown. 

2. Cover the ‘A’ panel facing you with pink/white 
dots paper (photo 3a) and the back of the second 
‘B’ panel with the same paper (photo 4a).

3. Trace the ‘A’ from the actual size diagram. Transfer
to rose card and stick onto the back of the panel as
shown at 25mm from the new score line. 

4. Trace the ‘B’ and transfer to coral card. Cut out the
‘B’ then stick it onto the back panel at 65mm from
the new score line as shown.

5. Add a line of double sided tape along the 10mm
section as shown, peel the backing and push the two
scored sections together folding the card on the 
(pre-scored) centre line. This will give you a flat 
10mm end section. 

6. Trim the end of the ‘A’ panel along the side 
of the ‘A’ as shown. Trim the end of the ‘B’ 
panel as shown. 

Photo 3a. Add a paper star border along the 
lower edge across both panels as shown. 
This should be cut at the fold and stuck by 
the side and lower edges only to make a 
pocket on each page. 

Photo 4a. Make a pocket on the back of the ‘B’ 
panel in the same way using the scalloped paper 
border as shown. 

Now join the two cards to-
gether to make the book as 
follows. Peel the backing 
from the tape on 
the inner spine of 
card 1. Fold card
2 and, with the 
front of the ‘A’ panel
facing you, stick 
the flat ‘X’ section 
onto the tape.

Align these two cards carefully as the outer card will
need to fold over the inner one.

Decorate each panel of the card with stickers and
images using the photos to guide you, I’ll just give
you some pointers where needed.

Pic 1a (main photo) - ‘B’ Panel: Stick the bootees
onto the acetate in the holes of the ‘B’, turn the panel
over and add reverse bootees on the back. 

Pic 2a - Front of ‘A’ Panel: Cut circles of pink glitter
board just a little larger than the images, and add the
wire to the front of each before sticking the images in
place. Curve the paper ducklings and use a mini fixer
in the centre of each. 

Pic 3a - Front of ‘B’ Panel: Curve the paper sheep
and bootees, attach to the card using mini fixers 
in the centre and glue along the edges. Mini fix the
flowers over the top edge of the ‘B’ as shown.

Pic 4a - ‘Y’ Panel: Layer an extra moon onto the 
moon square. 
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Actual Size

TAGS:

Tags: Make a selection of tags and panels from the
collage sheets, stitching some pretty pastel buttons
on to a couple then backing them all with card, leave
the backs plain for now. I made seven including the
heart (which is tucked behind the ‘Y’ for the photo).
Punch a hole in the top of each tag (or use a pink pin)
to tie a selection of pretty ribbons through. String
some striped beads onto the end of the heart ribbon
and tie the ends if you like this look.

Use the back of each tag/panel to write the date 
of birth and all the other little details such as name,
weight, day of the week etc. and any personal mes-

PRESENTATION BOX:

Decorate the presentation box to make this keep-
sake book even more special (see photo above). Fold
the box and cover half of the lid with words paper.
Add the heart border along the join and decorate 
with images from the collage and découpage sheets.

Add the flowers using a mini 
fixer for the one at the bottom 
right, curve the petals up 
on what will be the top right 
flower, then glue the two 
flowers into place.

Pic 4a - Crib: Cut the crib 
from the collage sheet then 
cut between the front edge 
and the inside, starting at the 
curve (where the bunny is 
placed) and going around to 
the top of the hood. Use the
baby and pillow from layer 
A3 on the découpage sheet, 
cutting away the top teddy 
and bunny (keep the bunny). Slip this piece into the
crib between the cut lines, use a mini fixer under the
pillow and glue the blanket down. Cut a spare piece
of star blanket from any layer, twist it around and use
to cover the end of the blanket in the crib. Glue in
place then mini fix the bunny as shown. 

sage you want to include. 
I used peel-off lettering for 
these in a mix of colours 
and styles, I coloured 
some using Lumocolour 
pens as well, this selec-
tion (and those below) 
will give you the idea.

When you 
have finished 
decorating them, 
tuck the tags into 
the pockets.



Art Deco Flowers
By Gwen Doyle
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Pink Paper: KA023PA4 Kaskad and COL158PA4 Colorset.

Peel Off Stickers: XL500U-02 Borders, XL092U-02 Leaves
and XL705U-02 Wording.

Deep Pink Stamp Pad: STP83.

Paper Punches: PPW607 33mm Circle and 
PPW530 15mm Circle.

Card Mount: SF09V-66 Creative Hemp White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

way, then glue into place over the outer
petals to complete the flower. Glue the
two flowers into place on the card.

6mm

4mm

1

A B

2 3

These simple, stylish roses look lovely presented on a sticker
panel, which gives them a ‘Mackintosh’ feel, but, they look
equally at home, and just as pretty, on a coloured paper panel.

Use the narrow stickers from the border sheet to make an 
oblong on the front of the card at 15mm in from each edge. Take
a diagonal line up from the bottom left corner to the top right
corner, then another from the bottom left to finish about half way
up at the right hand edge of the panel. 

Cut a 58mm long sticker line and take it from the top left cor-
ner to meet the diagonal going up (between the roses). Add a
line straight across at 15mm from the bottom and top edges of
the panel then add the two leaves and wording as shown.

For each flower, punch 4 large circles from the light pink paper
and 4 small ones from the dark pink. Use the ink pad to tint the
edges of 3 of each size circle, 1 of each size will be used as a
base and does not need to be edged. Make 2 flowers as follows:

1. Fold all the tinted edge circles in both sizes as shown.

2. Place two of the folded circles as shown. Note, the lines
should intersect at point ‘A’. On the lower circle, Point ‘B’ should

be half way between the lines
on the top circle, keep this in
mind when placing the third
circle too. 

3. Place the third circle tuck-
ing the side under the first to
interlock them. 

Make a thin line of glue
close to the edge of the base 
circle and lay the 
interlocked petals 
over this to hold 
them all in place.

Make the small 
circles into a small 
flower in the same 



The Music Box
By Jean Brown
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stardream Card: STD02CA4
Quartz, STD10CA4 Anthracite
and STD19CA4 Moonstone.

Mirri Card: MIR01CA4 Gold.

Scraps of Plain White Card.

Clear Acetate: PET01.

Peel Off Stickers: XL563U-03 
& -08, XL564U-03 & -08 Letters, 
XL603U-01 & XL667U-01 Italic
Letters, XL516U-08 Numbers,
XL632U-03 Borders and
XL136U-01 & -09 Instruments.

Lumocolour Pens: LUM01.

Card Mount: GF31U-43 White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Use the actual size diagram on the next page for
sizes and positioning as you work. 

Cut a 110mm x 110mm panel of moonstone card
and stick it centrally onto the large front panel of the
card at 10mm up from the bottom edge. Cut the two
little strips of gold card to size and add them in the
positions shown using sticky fixers. 

As you add the musical bits and pieces, note that
4mm at the sides, 8mm at the top and 10mm at the
bottom of the panel will be covered by card later.

Add the instruments to the right hand shelf using
the photo above for guidance. Place a gold violin and
guitar to the right with the gold waste pieces to fill
them in. Add a black trumpet directly over these and
infill with the black waste. 

On the left hand shelf, begin with the black horn
and add microphones and drumsticks around it. 
Stick a black piano, drum, guitar and violin onto 
acetate and add the waste pieces inside each out-
line before cutting them out. 

Add these pieces to the card in the positions
shown using sticky fixers. Add the microphone, cym-
bals and drumsticks around these and then scatter
music notes over the whole background. 

Cut a piece of acetate to 110mm x 110mm and
stick over the instrument panel using black mini fix-
ers, just along the edges where they will be covered
by the card strips and canopy. Cut two 4mm wide
anthracite strips, backing them with double sided

tape before cutting to width, and stick one at each
side of the window over the acetate where shown.

Trace the canopy shape and all the segments 
inside it. Place the tracing over the quartz card. Use
an embossing tool to indent the outline only onto 
the card and cut out using a knife and ruler for the
straight edges.

Transfer all the segments shown grey to the an-
thracite. Back with double sided tape, cut them out
and stick them into place on the canopy. Place a ruler
across the canopy, at about where the grey line is on
the diagram and run the embossing tool along the
ruler to firmly indent the canopy.

On the back of the canopy, place sticky fixers
along the top edge and double sided tape just above
the scallops then stick into place over the window,
leaving about 2mm of card showing above the top.

Cut a 115mm x 18mm strip of anthracite to go
along the bottom of the card, add double sided tape
along the top and sticky fixers along the bottom, and
stick to the bottom edge of the window leaving a 
little card showing below. Add the shop name across
this strip using the gold italic letters.

Cut a 66mm x 123mm panel of anthracite for the
door and cut two window apertures neatly into it as
shown. Cut the acetate for the double window panel
to the size given and use double sided tape to stick 
it to the back of the door.

Cut a piece of quartz card for the double window
panel and cut the signs from moonstone, quartz,
anthracite and white paper as shown. 
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Moonstone: 110mm x 110mm Panel

4mm x 110mm Strip

40mm x 5mm

40mm x 5mm

115mm x 18mm

4mm x 110mm Strip

10mm

Door 66mm x 123mm

64mm x 12mm  &  66mm x 14mm

Double Window Panel
55mm x 114mm

50% off Panel - White Paper
43mm x 43mm

25 x 15mm

30 x 10mm
White Paper

24 x 8mm

Quartz

Moonstone

Quartz

ELEGANCE BOUTIQUE:

This boutique version of my shop uses
just one sheet of posh dress peel off stick-
ers (ZL548U). The shelves are made from
red card and the hat and necklace stands
are cut from both red and gold card. 

The wallpaper effect on the background 
is little pieces of waste sticker coloured red.
It is worth looking at any stickers you may

Actual Size

have in your collection as there are
often little repeat waste bits that can 
be utilised for things like this.

The blind in the window is made
from a scrap of printed paper, any
striped style paper in colours to match
the design would work.

Make up the signs, colouring the white lettering 
red before placing. Stick them onto the moonstone
panel along with a border chain and gold dot for the
open sign. Stick the panel behind the window. Make
the letterbox from two pieces of gold card and a 
handle from gold sticker pieces.

Use sticky fixers to mount the door and ‘Prop’ sign
onto the small front panel, aligning the top 
and bottom edges as shown.

I had some little plastic records and have 
made up sleeves from gold paper for these, 
then stuck them inside the card behind 
the small flap. You could easily make little 
records from black and red card (mine are 
33mm) if you want to include these.



Not So Square
By Christine Robinson
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

DC375 Lily Basket Découpage.

Creative Papers: SR044P Lilac and 
SR208P Lilac Pastel Stripes. 

Pearl Paper: STD11PA4 Amethyst, CNT110PA4
Snow White and CNT117PA4 Mink.

Die-Cut Banner: CDS121G Thank You.

Glitter Vinyl: PZL00U-59 Champagne.

Satin Ribbon: 6mm MTR38-14 and 
3mm MTR39-14 Azalea.

Gems: GEM72 Fuchsia.

Embossing Tool and Mat.

Card Mount: 2x SCF01U-44 Linen Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:
Cut a 108 x 134mm panel from the amethyst

paper, then 112 x 138mm from mink and 116 x
142mm from snow white. Matt these together and
stick onto the card in the position shown.

Draw a grid onto the back of the image with the
lines spaced 26mm apart as shown (below left). 

Use the embossing tool and mat to make diagonal
lines from left to right across all the squares (below
right, shown green), then from right to left to divide
each square into four triangles (blue lines).

Use a knife and ruler to cut along the (red) grid
lines, dividing the image into twenty small squares.

This is a really neat way of using squares to 
add depth to a single image, whether the picture
starts out as a découpage sheet or not. The ideal 
papers to use for the first method are classic style
découpage, as each image can be made into a 
3D picture. Alternatively follow one of the other 
methods shown, where you will need two images 
for each design.

Cut a piece of lilac paper to 70 x 170mm then
round two of the corners on one long edge. This is
easily done by hand, or you can use a corner roun-
der if you have one. Stick this paper onto the right
hand side of the front panel as shown leaving an
even border on the three edges.

Trim any of the scalloped edges from the other
card making it 17mm deep. Cut two small pieces as
shown below, making sure there is about a quarter of
a scallop on the two outside ends. Stick the pieces
into place, one at the top and one at the bottom, with
the straight edge along the edge of the paper.

Measure the gap from the edge of the lilac panel 
to the fold line and cut a 170mm long striped paper
panel to fit, with the stripes going from side to side. 

Cut a 190mm length of 6mm ribbon and stick it
along the edge of the paper folding the ends to the
back then stick the paper in place on the card. 

Cut a 4mm wide strip of glitter vinyl, trim to 170mm
long and stick 
alongside the 
ribbon.

1 2
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PANSY STEPPER CARD:

BLACK SCALLOPED CARD:

(blue lines), but not those going the opposite way.
Cut the squares out as before, then cut each square
across the unembossed diagonal. Take care to keep
these triangles in order and keep the top and bottom
halves separate.

Make the design up onto layer 1 on the card 
using just the lower triangles. Use two mini fixers 
as before close to the centre point, but on adjacent
sides this time. I’ve used some of the spare pansies
to decorate the card using a couple of the layers 
for the back stepper panel with the banner tucked 
in to them. Stick an empty oblong frame from the dé-
coupage sheet centrally onto the middle panel, add 
a strip of ribbon, then a square frame on top.

This design could be made in the same way as the
main card, using full squares, but I decided on half-
squares for a slightly different look. 

The pansies don’t come in the classic style, so you
need two step-by-step sheets to make this card, or
three sheets to make two cards if you use the dis-
carded halves of the squares for the second card.

The découpage is SD369 and the card blank is
ST01U-44, linen cream. You will also need papers
SR046P blue, CNT117PA4 mink and CNT138PA4
fresh pink. Birthday banner CDS119G and a small
amount of green ribbon MTR22-69.

Cut the blue paper to fit the whole card front, and 
the stepped panels leaving 
about 4mm of card showing 
all around. Stick in place. 

Cut a complete layer 1 
from the pansy sheet and 
matt onto pink then mink 
paper as before. Stick this 
onto the main panel of the 
card front.

Take layer 1 from the sec-
ond sheet and mark the grid 
on the back. Emboss the 
lines across each square 
from bottom left to top right 

This version uses a much smaller grid, with every
other square simply raised up. If you look closely
you will see that only the bits of the image with cars
or people on are layered, the background is flat.

You will need two sheets of die-cut découpage
DCD543 and a card blank SCF01U-35. You will need
card COL164CA4 green, & COL175CA4 black, and
vine paper SR249P grey. The ribbon is MTR20-25 
burgundy and brads BRA037 in red.

Cut the vine paper to 135 x 170mm and round the
two corners as before. Add a crossover of ribbon 

taking the ends to the back and stick the
panel in place. Add ribbon across the corner
of layer 1 and fix the grandad oval in place
with brads. Matt layer 1 onto the green and

black card and stick in
place. Mini fix the word-
ing onto the grey paper.

Press out layer 1 from
the other sheet and mark
a 1cm grid on the back.
Cut into 1cm squares.
Place a mini fixer onto
the back of each of the
squares you are going to
use and fix in place.

Keep the squares in order as you separate them, so
you know how to fit them back together.

Lightly crease each square along the embossed 
diagonal lines then open out again. Turn each piece
over and place a mini fixer on two opposite triangles
quite close to the centre (two like this is better than
one in the centre as it stops them 
twisting out of position), leave the 
backing paper on for now. 

Place the pieces in order on a 
spare piece of paper so you know 
you have them all correct before 
sticking. Pick up each piece in 
turn starting with a corner, peel the backing from 
the pads and place 2mm in from the edges of the
amethyst panel aligning them absolutely straight and
square. Continue placing all the pieces in turn until
the picture is complete.

Make a small hole at the end of the thank you 
banner, an eyelet punch is perfect for this. Fold a
short length of 3mm ribbon in half, push the folded
end through the tag, bring the ends through the loop
and pull to tighten. Trim the ends as necessary.

Mini fix the banner onto the card and add the gems
as shown. I’ve cut some extra butterflies from the
spare images and layered them to add an extra 
dimension to the design.



Wedding Words
By Debbie Brothwood
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: REG02A4 Smooth White and
CRE05CA4 Black.

25mm Ribbon: MTR48-85 Black.

Fimo Soft: FIM07 Cherry Red.

Heart Plunger Cutter (optional).

Card Mount: SL03U-30 White.

typefaces, which I will mention below, there are many quite
similar to these and you may prefer to use different ones.

Marriage Panel: Times New Roman; Love: Playbill;
Romance: Showcard Gothic; Wedding: French Script;
I Thee Wed: Stencil; Date: Verdana; 
Something Old: Harrington;
Love Panel: Edwardian Script and Rockwell.

These sets of words can be typed one below the other,
leave a few lines in between, so there is enough space around
them for cutting. Test print onto a sheet of plain paper and
roughly cut out to check how they fit. While you are checking
the fit, remember to leave about a 15mm wide space near the
fold for the black ribbon.

Once you are happy with the sizes, print onto smooth white
card. Trim each panel around the words to leave a white bor-
der of about 2-3mm. Matt all of the panels onto black card
and trim to leave just 1-2mm of black around the edge.

Make three red fimo hearts. The plunger cutters come in a
set of three and I used the smallest for my tiny hearts. If you
don’t have the cutters, the hearts can be carefully shaped by
hand, make them about 6-8mm. Bake the hearts following 
the instructions on the pack and allow to cool.

Glue the panels onto the card, adding the hearts where
shown then tie a short length of ribbon around the front panel
close to the fold. 

Black & white with just a touch of 
red is a classic combination that looks
great for any occasion and is a popular
choice for weddings. I’ve made three
wedding designs using this theme.

WORDS CARD:

This card uses a computer and printer for
the wording, but can be written out by hand
if you have lovely handwriting, or try black
peel off lettering in a mix of sizes and styles.

The exact size of the panels will vary de-
pending on the typeface and size you use.
I’ve used a selection of readily available

HAPPINESS CARD:

For this design you will need: 
Smooth White Card: REG02A4; Rosebuds FLW03-10 Claret.
Eyelet Punch EYE030 (set of three). 
7mm Organza Ribbon MTR14-85 Black & a Scrap of -20 Red.
Card Mount: DEC3U-35 Black.
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WEDDING CONFETTI BOX:

Actual Size

1

2 3

Actual
Size

Cut two 100 x 147mm 
white card panels to go onto 
the front and back of the 
card. Print one panel with 
the wording as shown, I’ve 
used Times New Roman and 
Vivaldi. Stick each panel 
in place to leave a narrow 
black edge of card showing.

Tie a length of black rib-
bon around the front panel 
and make a bow. Separate 
five rose buds from the 
bunch, tie a piece of black 
ribbon into a bow around 
the stems and glue onto the 
front panel. 

Cut an envelope from 
white card using the dia-
gram below for size, and 
punch a small hole in the 
flap. Fold the end panel of the envelope forward and 
stick in place at the top edge only so it keeps a bit 
of depth. Fold the flap forward and tie the red ribbon 
through before sticking it onto the card.

An unusual little wedding gift box full of personal
words chosen for the newly weds. You will need: 
Box: BOX23-BASE & BOX23-LID.
Fimo Soft: FIM07 Cherry Red & FIM03 White.
7mm Organza Ribbon: MTR14-85 Black MTR14-20
Red & MTR14-00 White.
White Card: REG02A4 & Black Card CRE05CA4.
Gingham Paper: SR145P Dark Grey.
Heart Plunger Cutter (optional).
Small Eyelet Punch: EYE030 (set of three).

Fold the base and lid then use the gingham 
paper to cover the top and outsides of the 
lid, and the large inside panel of the base 
and lid.

Cut a 30 x 30mm square and a 30 x 50mm 
oblong from black card. Make a line of six 
evenly spaced holes along one edge of each 
piece. Cut a 25 x 20mm and a 25 x 40mm 
gingham panel and stick one onto each black 

piece leaving a 
wide border near the holes as shown.

Use the black ribbon to lace the two panels to-
gether. Bring one end of the ribbon through hole 1 as
shown. Pull a good length through and go through
hole 2 from the back, then through hole 3 from the
front. Check how far apart the panels need to be
against the box, and adjust as necessary. Take the
same end through the hole below 2 from the back,
then through the hole below 3 from the front. Con-
tinue down to the bottom in this way finishing at the
hole opposite 1, and tie in a bow. Stick onto the lid in
the position shown.

Type out lots and lots of small words in different
typefaces and a large and medium wedding using
Brush 445. Print out onto white card and simply cut
the small words into long strips, punch a hole at the
beginning of each strip and tie either black, red or
white ribbon through. Tumble these into the box.

Cut the ‘wedding’ words out going neatly around
the letters as shown then stick onto black card 
and cut around once more. The medium wedding 
is added to the box along with the strips. The large
wedding is stuck to the box lid as shown.

Make 30 or so hearts in the same way as before in
red and white fimo but using the large heart plunger
cutter. Use three of these to decorate the lid, placing
them as shown and tumble the remainder into the
box to mix in with the strips.



Now Showing
By Sarah Lakin
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Coloured Card: CRE02CA4 Dark Blue, MIR04CA4
Gunmetal, STD10CA4 Anthracite, STD20CA4 
Antique Gold (similar), REG02A4 Smooth White.

Peel Off Stickers: XL563U-01 Small Letters and
XL023U-01 Large Letters, XL813U-01 Capitals
and XL812U-01 Numbers.

Double Sided Photomount: PTM01 (optional).

Card Mount: SF01U-30 Creative Smooth White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut the top of the front panel using the dimen-
sions shown on the diagram then trim the back panel
straight across, without the centre shaping, level 
with lowest part of the front panel.

I have used the inside of an old envelope for the
brick pattern at the bottom of my card, check out
your mail - you can find all sorts of patterns hidden
inside. Stick a 60mm deep strip of this patterned
paper across the bottom of the card front.

The narrow strips of gold and white card can be
glued in place, but it’s much easier to cover the back
of the card before cutting to size with a piece of pho-
tomount or strips of 12mm wide double sided tape
stuck close together. You will need quite a number of
2mm wide strips of gold card (cut more as needed)
and just three 70mm long white strips.

Place a 2mm gold strip across the front of the 
card, 10mm from the top, then another two below
this leaving a 2mm gap between them.

Cut a panel of gold card to 70mm x 188mm and
use sticky fixers to mount this in the centre of the
card mount as shown, it will neatly fit the wider
shaped panel cut into the card.

Place three narrow white strips across the top of
the gold panel, these should be neatly in line with 
the gold ones on the card behind, as shown. Cut a 
45 x 8mm strip of anthracite card and stick along the
bottom edge of the gold panel, in the centre.

Cut panels from gunmetal Mirri card for the two
wide windows, two narrow windows and the door in
the sizes given on the diagram. Cut 2mm gold strips
to length to fit both long edges of all the windows
and stick them in place.

Add the bars across at the top and bottom, cutting
them to fit neatly inside the uprights. Finish each 
window by adding the inside bars in the positions
shown. Keep these windows aside for later.

Now work on the 40mm square for the door. Add a
2mm bar down each side, then place two bars side
by side down the centre. Add the bars across the top
and bottom of both doors then trace and add the two
quarter circles as shown. If you have a 25mm circle
punch (such as PPW119) you can punch a circle and
cut it into quarters to use instead. Add the two diago-
nal strips to each door as shown.

Use double sided tape to stick the doors neatly
above the grey step already in place on the card.

Cut a panel of white card to 50mm x 203mm to fit
over the centre of the card. Cut a 41 x 49mm section
from the panel to make a frame, open at the bottom,
to fit around the door as shown. 

Use sticky fixers to attach this to the card, with 
the cut out going over the door. Add three 2mm gold
strips across the top of this white panel, in line with
those on the other panels.

Cut a piece of the blue card to 10mm x 108mm
and stick onto the centre of the white panel at 10mm

I love 1930’s architecture and had great fun design-
ing my own Art Deco cinema.
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40mm

30mm

10mm

124mm15mm
50mm

20 x 50
mm

40 x 40
mm

10 x 62
mm

13 x 20
mm

70mm

26mm

70 x 6mm 45 x 8mm

10
mm

108
mm

White: Cut Away 41mm W x 49mm D

Actual Size

from the top edge as shown. Add the small windows
either side of this strip, making the bottom edges
level with the blue strip. Stick the larger widows onto
the main card, one each side and with the bottom
edges about 2mm higher than the bottom edges of
the narrow windows.

Cut a 26mm x 150mm strip of blue card and stick
across the card above the doorway as shown. You
will need to use sticky fixers on the gold panel and
stacks of two fixers on the white card at each side to
bring it up level with the centre.

Cut a 70mm x 6mm front step from anthracite and
sticky fix it along the bottom of the card.

I have made posters for the wall by drawing my
own small designs on a sheet of paper, the tiny word-
ing is printed onto them off the computer before cut-
ting out. Anything that looks in keeping can be used
as part of the posters, including tiny photos of the
recipient. 

Mount the images onto blue card with just 1mm
between each pair, then trim around leaving 1mm
showing to make the outer frames. 

The door handles are little bits of waste from a
sticker sheet, anything similar will do for this. Add 
the lettering to the blue card in the different styles
shown on the photograph. 



Birthday Slider
By Alison Barrow
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Embossed Hammer White Card: CEM01.

Collage Sheets: CS011 and CS012 Birthday Mix.

Creative Paper: SR097P Light Rainbow.

Creative Borders: CB008P Multicolour Birthday.

Multicolour Mini Brads.

Card Mount: GF01U-45 Hammer White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Place the card opened out with the inside facing
upwards as shown on the diagram (next page). 

1. Cut two 49mm x 35mm apertures into panel C
using the measurements given on the diagram for 
the positioning. 

2. Fold panel C over panel B and mark the aperture
positions onto ‘B’ using a pencil. Make a small mark
where the edge of the folded panel comes (see 
arrows), then unfold the card.

Cut a 55mm x 40mm piece of blue/green rainbow
paper, and stick in place over the top marked oblong.
Cut a piece of yellow/orange paper to cover the 
lower one, see the photo at the top of the next page.

3. Cut a piece of white hammer card to 170mm wide
x 180mm deep for the inner panel D and score a line
55mm from the left hand edge as shown. Fold along
the line, then unfold again. 

4. Make three holes ready for the coloured brads in
panel D. The top and bottom holes at 10mm from the
edge and fold line, and the middle one in the centre
between them as shown on the diagram. 

5. Cover the back of the left side of ‘D’ with double
sided tape (shown shaded), leaving an 8mm strip
where it sticks out past the front panel. Stick the left
side of ‘D’ onto the inside of the card (panel A) where
shown, centring it from top to bottom and ensuring it
is parallel with the edges of the card. 

Make holes through panel A in line with the brad
holes on panel D and add three different colour
brads, pushing them through from the inside to the

outside and folding the prongs on the front of ‘A’ (the
prongs will be covered in step 6).

6. Cut an 83mm x 203mm panel of white card (E) to
fit over panel A and the extra 8mm on ‘D’. Fold panel
A and cover the front, and the strip of ‘D’ with double
sided tape. Stick ‘E’ onto this panel, pressing the
edge firmly onto the strip of ‘D’ to ensure it is well
stuck, then unfold the card again.

The birthday borders need careful alignment so
they work across all the panels, whether the card is
open or closed. Begin with the inside as follows.

Peel a border strip, and holding it over the top
edge of panel ‘B’, move it across until the ‘Y’ of the
last ‘Birthday’ is about 1mm to the left of the pencil
mark, then stick it in place and trim the left edge of
the border to the card. It doesn’t matter how much
border there is to the right of the mark, as it will be
covered by panel C. Add another border along the
bottom edge, aligning it in exactly the same way.

7. Fold panel C, allowing it to cover the end of ‘D’.
Make a hole in the centre of ‘C’ at 5mm from the top
and bottom as shown, going through panel B too.
Put a brad through each hole from the back of ‘B’,
opening the prongs on the front of ‘C’. Add the bor-
der along the top and bottom edges with the wording

A fabulous birthday card for a small child. The 
inside is as pretty as the front, and as you open 
the card, the inner panel slides to the left revealing
hidden pictures behind the presents on the front
panel. You can mix in items from CS009 & 10 if you
want a more feminine version for a little girl.
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following on from the borders
already on the card.

Fold the card closed and 
add the borders at the top of
the front of ‘A’ aligning them
with those already in place so
the words continue across the
card.

Make sure the pieces from
the collage sheets are really 
well stuck all the way to the
edges so they don’t get snag-
ged as the panels slide across.

Cut the puppy and the foot-
ball boots from the collage
sheet and, with the card open,
stick them onto the coloured
panels in the apertures as
shown on the right. 

Glue all the motifs from the
collage sheets onto the card 
as shown (except those men-
tioned below). Stick the pre-
sents in place while the card 
is folded.

Stick the large party time
motif and the large cupcake
onto card and cut out. Mount
these items onto the front of 
the card using sticky fixers. 



Sports & Hobbies
By Jo Crouch
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: CH009A4 Black & CNT101CA4 Gold. 

Paper: MIR01PA4 Gold & CRE05PA4 Matt Black.

Gold Label Stickers: XL500U-01 Borders,
XL136U-03 & -09 Music and XL023U-01 
and -03 Letters.

Clear Acetate: PET01.

Card Mount: SHA01U-44 Linen Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Slip a piece of the shiny black card inside the card
blank so the white side is facing the front panel then
draw around the outer and inner heart shapes.

Trim the large heart away from the front panel of
the card cutting straight across where it meets the ‘L’
part of the panel. Neatly cover the ‘L’ left on the card
front with shiny black card. Place the heart panel face
down onto the marked black card and complete the
left side of the heart. Use a straight edge to continue

the line down about 2cm more for the point on both
sides. Cut out the complete heart and carefully cut
the small heart from the centre. This large heart can
now be used as a template to draw more hearts if
you are going to make several cards.

Place the large heart onto the back of the gold
card and draw around the outer heart shape. Remove
the black heart and cut the gold heart out about 
2mm outside the pencil line. Stick the two hearts 
together to make a black/gold heart. 

Cut a square of acetate to the size of the back
panel of the card. Run a line of double sided tape
down the back of the upright edge of the front panel.
Align the acetate behind the ‘L’, peel the backing and
stick in place. Use black mini fixers (ADH26) to stick
the gold and black heart panel in place. These should
be placed only on the parts of the heart that overlap
the ‘L’, not on the acetate.

Using the black/gold (-09) stickers, place the
piano, violin and clarinet onto matt black paper and
the saxophone onto shiny black card. Cut a gentle
curve into an edge of gold mirri paper so you can
stick the trumpet onto it with the buttons just off the
edge (they are too fiddly to cut around). Cut to the
sticker edges on all the instruments then cut the gold
paper from inside the curved sections of the trumpet.
Use black mini fixers to stick all the instruments into
place. The piano is mini fixed onto the acetate. 

Peel a stave from the black/gold sheet. Hold it
carefully so the bars don’t cross over each other and
place it under the heart as shown. Begin about 2mm

Most people have a hobby or two, or enjoy some
kind of sporting activity that can be used as the 
subject for cards that they will really enjoy receiving.
The front panels on these pretty cutout heart cards
already resemble a mix of ‘I’, ‘L’ and ‘V’, so you just
have to look at them to see ‘I Love’ - then simply 
add the sport or hobby into the design.
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VARIATIONS:

to the left of the point and gently curve it slightly
down, then up towards the right as you place it. 

Starting at the top right corner of the acetate panel,
use narrow gold borders to make the five stave lines,
spreading them out across the heart as they come
down towards the instruments as shown. Cut the line
at the edge of the heart near the saxophone and add
a short length onto the acetate. 

Add a gold treble clef onto the lower stave under
the heart and gold notes across the top stave lines
wherever they cross the black heart. Use black notes
on the acetate at the top corner and by the saxo-
phone, and where the lines go over the gold heart.

Stick black mini fixers onto the back of the gold
letters J, A and two Zs, then place them on the stave.
Take the same letters in black and stick them onto
the gold, offsetting them down and to the right
slightly so an edge of gold shows behind each.

Cut the base away from the black cup (see photo)
while it is on the backing sheet. Stick the black and
silver cups back to back then add the black base to
the front of the silver cup. Use mini fixers to stick the
cup in place then fold some lengths of ribbon and
glue them over the handles.

Car: No background sheet for this one, but I have 
cut a spare white and slightly larger black heart in
place of the front panel. Cut a piece of red mirri paper
(MIR06PA4) and stick behind the small heart aperture
before sticking the large hearts together. This card is
simply decorated with découpage car images and
borders DCD504 and CB039P.

Golf: Use the heart template (made earlier) to make 
a green paper heart, but trim the left edge to the up-
right. Cover the heart aperture with red paper then
stick the green heart in place over the front panel.
Stick the lettering and tees in place. Add the golf mo-
tifs (XL433U-01) using mini fixers and backing them
with red, white and brown coloured paper as shown. 

These next two cards are much simpler to make
because the heart panel is used just as it comes,
choose SHA01U-43 linen white.

Cricket: Cut a piece of red card large enough to fit
behind the small heart and stick it in place. Add a
panel cut from green paper (SR071P) using double
sided tape behind the upright on the front panel as
before. Make the long stumps for the ‘i’ with black
border stickers and add a couple of dots on the 
bales just above. Punch out a 15mm ball from red
card, draw the dashes with silver or white pen, add a
narrow sticker line then mini fix the ball in place. 

Place different width lines on the card under the play-
ers and add the lettering between the wider middle
line. Stick the players (XL519U-33) onto acetate and
cut out. Stick the small stumps in place and add the
players using black mini fixers then stick the words
onto the heart.

Football: Back the small heart with card in the team
colour and use SR215P for the background stripes.
You will need white 3mm ribbon, MTR39-00 along
with the team colour rib-
bon. Also a selection of 
football and letter stickers: 
XL425U-03, XL508U-33, 
XL679U-02, XL680U-10 
and XL002U-03.

Make an ‘i’ for the side 
from black card and add a 
black silhouette football 
for the dot. Stick the foot-
balls onto white card and 
the shirts onto team colour 
card and cut out. Mount 
these using mini fixers
and stick everything else 
in place except the cup.
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Designer Profile
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I am Irish and moved 
to Australia with my Swiss 
husband way back in 1972, 
where we raised two children, 
a daughter and a son. Both 
have now married, our 
daughter lives in Vancouver 
BC with her husband. 
Our son, thankfully for us, 
remained in Australia. 

We now have two delightful 
grandchildren, both girls, 
aged two and a half and one 
and a half years old. I never could have realised how 
absolutely fantastic it is to be a grandparent, and I 
know all other grandmas must feel exactly as I do.

When I’m not on ‘Grandma’ duty I have my other 
love which also keeps me nicely occupied, and that is 
my card making. I happened to get into card making 
quite by accident and have been doing it for 15 years 
now. I met a girl at a folk art class, she mentioned 
that she and another girl were starting a craft group 
and invited me along. It was all run by volunteers, I 
elected to try card making, and that was the begin-
ning of my love for this hobby.

After a year or so I was asked to take on a group of 
ladies and teach them card making. At first I thought this a

daunting task, but decided I
had taken so much joy from
this activity that I needed to
give something back. It was
so much fun and seeing the
joy on the ladies faces made
it all worthwhile. I am still
teaching at the same craft
group and have made so
many friends along the way.
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We have just completed a term of ‘die-cuts from
Craft Creations’, and the art class have asked me if I
will do another term on the latest die-cuts, which I am
thrilled about.

At one stage I was approached
by a nursing home, as they wanted
an activity for some of their resi-
dents. Some of these residents
had dementia, others were recov-
ering from strokes, and another
group included ladies who had
mental issues. 

I took on the task, not
knowing what to expect and
I have to say I was more than
a little apprehensive, but it
turned out to be such an up-
lifting experience. 

Unfortunately, many of 
us do not know how to ap-
proach people with disabili-
ties but after a short time
with these lovely people, I no
longer felt awkward. To me
they were just like anyone
else and they soon found a
place in my heart.

This work was of course
voluntary and I would recom-
mend it to any other card
maker, you will be richly re-
warded. It not only gives the
participants something to be
proud of, but it also gives
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In all, I have so much to be thankful
for, I got into card making quite by acci-
dent, but it has been such a fantastic 
experience.

My greatest joys at the moment are
my granddaughter and grandnephew.
When two and a half year old Genevieve
and four year old Benji visit my house,
we have to descend into my basement
where my card making office is located.
They glue all sorts of things to the cards
and absolutely love glitter. A couple of
budding Picassos perhaps (I hope), and
in years to come they might remember
making cards with me.

A number of years ago 
my daughter went to work in
Ireland for six months, and
bought me, as a gift, a maga-
zine from Craft Creations. I had
never heard of them before, 
but since then, I get every 
issue, and will continue to do 
so. The magazine is nothing 
like the others, with just 

cards and no ad-
verts - that is what 
we all want to see, 
and I absolutely 
love receiving it, 
thank you.

you something far greater, and that is the knowledge
that you are doing something really worthwhile.

Like many people, I don’t have hundreds of friends,
but I like to keep making cards, so I needed an outlet
for them, and decided to have a market stall. I’ve had
this for several years now, it provides me with lots of
fun and as a bonus, I meet lots of wonderful people. 

I have been so lucky in the people I have met. One
of my dearest friends, Elaine, had never made a card
when I met her, but she wished she could do, so I in-
vited her to come 
to my house. Since 
then we have 
worked on many 
different types of 
card making and 
have formed a 
wonderful friend-
ship, this is a photo 
of us at a Christ-
mas market stall. 



On Your Baptism
By Sadie Deamer
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR090P Blue Tartan and 
SR225P White/Blue Dots,

Card and Glitter Board: KA019CA4 Pale Blue,
MIR02CA4 Silver and GB11A4 Light Blue.

Stickers: XL809U-02 Tiny Letters and/or XL563U-
02 Small Letters and XL562U-02 Numbers.

Gems: GEM54 2mm and GEM74 4mm Pale Blue.

Ribbon: MTR22-00 Bel Satin White and 
MTR14-40 Organza Pale Blue.

Card Mount: SF01M-84 Crystal White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut 175 x 70mm panels from both patterned pa-
pers. Stick each panel onto a piece of pale blue card
and cut to leave a 2mm blue border around the edge.

Stick the tartan panel onto the card, placing it 8mm
from the top and from the fold. Stick the dot panel at
8mm from the bottom and from the open edge, over-
lapping the first panel as shown.

Stick a length of white ribbon and blue organza 
ribbon across the centre of the card trimming the
ends to the card edges. Add a row of three 2mm
gems to the card at each side as shown.

Trace the cross from the diagram and transfer to
the back the glitter board. Cut the cross out from the
background keeping the outer frame neat. 

Actual Size

With the cross in the centre, cut the glitter board to
56 x 73mm. Cut a piece of silver Mirri to 60 x 77mm
and mount the cross panel over it using sticky fixers.
Sticky fix this panel to the card in the position shown
at about 50mm down from the top.

Place a 4mm gem in the centre
of the cross on the silver card,
then add a 2mm gem towards the
end of each arm as shown. Tie a
blue bow and add to the ribbon 
at the right of the card.

Make the peel-off wording 
panels, I used two sizes of letters, 
but if you prefer one size, either 
is fine. Place the letters on blue
card, then cut around and matt
onto glitter board to leave a nar-
row border. Stick these onto the
card in the positions shown.

Left: My pink card is very similar, 
I just changed the ribbon for 
an iridescent one (MTR40-03),
moved the bow to the corner and
used large silver and pink gems.



TriumphThunderbird
By Sue Walters
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stardream Card: STD08CA4
Sapphire, STD24CA4 Crystal
White, STD10CA4 Anthracite,
STD27CA4 Vista, 

Mirri Card: MIR02CA4 Silver.

Scrap of Black Card.

Gold Label Stickers: 
XL479U-02 Happy Birthday 
Letters, XL500U-02 & -03 Borders, XL170U-02
Borders and Waste Pieces from Assorted Sheets.

Silver Cord: BRD01. 

Card Mount: SF01M-84 Crystal White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

The secret with this design is to
search through all those part used
peel off sticker sheets, and find
waste pieces to build up a sense
of the various cables, springs and
mechanical bits. Mine are not per-
fect, but they do the job and at
least give the right impression.

I searched the internet for ‘Triumph Thunderbird’
and printed out the two logos I found onto my crystal
background card in about the right place (at least
8cm from the bottom edge) before cutting it to size. 

Cut a 140mm x 193mm panel from sapphire card
and a 130mm x 183mm panel from crystal white card
(with printed logos). Matt these together onto the
card blank and add a silver border to the 
crystal layer at 5mm in from all the edges, 
using medium width stickers.

Trace the pieces from 
diagram 1. Make a small 
mark at each point where 
the dashed lines cross 
the inside of the 
wheels, or mark them 
onto the back of the 
card after cutting.

Place the tracing 
over the anthracite 
card and retrace 
using an embossing 
tool to transfer the lines, 
then cut out the shapes. Diagram 1 - Anthracite - Actual Size

Use the waste strips between the actual borders
(on the XL170 sheet) along the inside rim of both
wheels as shown (see photo on the next page).

Trace the blue pieces from diagram 2, transfer to
the vista blue card in the same way and cut them out. 

Transfer the small dark piece from layer 3 to black
card and the rest to silver mirri card and cut out. If
you have a scrap of silver holographic card, use that
to make the headlamp instead of the mirri. 

Use the actual size photo to help with the position
of the pieces for assembly if you need to. 

Place the silver engine piece ‘A’ from diagram 3,
behind the hole ‘A’ in the main piece on diagram 2.
Stick in place using a little glue or tape around the
edges only where it won’t show.

Place this blue/silver piece onto the an-
thracite piece, check for alignment around 

the mudguards and lower chassis, then 
stick them together. 
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Actual Size - For Assembly

Use a silver sticker line along the tiny edge of 
anthracite card showing above the fuel tank. Now
add little waste pieces of sticker, from any sheets 
you may have, to make shapes resembling the mech-
anical bits of the engine. Now add the tiny dots
(these come on lots of sticker sheets) around the
wheels and engine where shown. I’ve used half of 
a red holographic dot for the brake light too. 

Stick the finished motorbike onto the front of the
prepared card and add the sticker lines beneath it as
shown. Add the lettering to the top left of the back-
ground panel to finish.

Diagram 2 - Vista - Actual Size

A

B

A

B

Diagram 3 - Silver/Black - Actual Size

Stick the front wheel pieces marked ‘B’ from the
silver and blue layers together, with the smaller silver
one on top, then stick this behind the front forks as
shown. Stick the blue, inner back wheel in place 
behind the rear forks.

Emboss the lines across the headlamp, gently
curve it and stick it in place behind the main piece.

Turn the bike face down and add the spokes using
silver cord. Simply cut each piece to about 4cm long
(to fit behind the wheel without the ends showing)
and stick in place with a little tape at each end, using
the marks made earlier for alignment. 

Once all the spokes are in place add the blue 
piece behind the rear wheel. Turn the bike face up 
and add the small anthracite piece onto the fuel 
tank and the black piece just under the back of the 
seat (this will be the spring).

Add all the line details onto the exhaust, the 
wheels, the fuel tank and up from the front fork 
to the handlebar. Use 
lines to make the spring 
on the black card under 
the seat and the engine 
in the centre. 



Rose Trellis Square
By Sue Dyke
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR135P Pale Green Gingham 
and SR148P Diamonds on Green.

Paper: POP01A4 Popset White and 
CNT101P Centura Old Gold.

Acetate Sheet: PET01.

Peel Off Stickers: XL765U-12 Rose Corners,
XL766U-14 Roses, ZL711U-81 Borders 
and XL082U-01 Wording.

Martha Stewart Deep Edger: PPM042 Trellis.

Stickles Glitter Glue: STK024 Stardust.

Card Mount: AP53U-45 Hammer White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Fold the card and lightly draw the aperture through
onto the back panel. Unfold the card and carefully
cut an aperture into the marked panel.

Cut a 115mm square of green diamond paper, the
cut should be neatly between the pattern rows, so
adjust by a millimetre or so to get it perfect.

With the aid of a lightbox (or hold up to a bright
window), centralise the square of paper over the
aperture and stick in place. Add a sticker border
along the edge of the paper where it meets the card
then turn the card face down and trim away the
paper over the aperture. 

I used a Fiskars trellis punch for my original design
(above right) but these are no longer available. The
Martha Stewart trellis punch is just a little larger, as
used in the orange card. The instructions are for the
larger punch but are easily adapted for the Fiskars
one if you already have one.

Make a continuous pattern along both long edges
of the A4 white paper using the trellis punch. Cut
each border from the sheet leaving about 1cm of 
unpunched paper along the edge (see below). 

Cut between the trellis as shown (red lines) to re-
move the looped top and make it less deep. Cut each
long strip in half to make four short ones and stick
them in place behind the aperture matching nicely at
the corners. Glue the back panel closed over these.

Cover the inside back panel with gingham paper
and trim to the card edges. Punch the two long
edges of white paper as before, this time trim both
edges off the trellis (green lines). Stick the trellis
pieces around the edges of the gingham panel laying
them out first to ensure a good fit at the corners. 

On both of the rose sticker sheets, the left hand
side roses face one way, and the right hand ones
face the other way. On the card, my right hand roses
come from the left of the sheet and vice-versa. 

Actual Size

22mm

Actual Size
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PINK POCKET CARD:

This pink pocket card is another very pretty way to
feature the roses and it’s simple to make. 

Cut the bottom of an SF04U to a pocket shape.
Cut a piece of pink shimmer paper (SHM04A4) to fit
the card with a neat 5mm border showing all around. 

Use dies or punches to cut a 75mm scalloped 
circle from gold card and a 70mm circle from Star-
dream Coral card (STD14CA4). Matt these onto the
centre of the pocket card as shown. 

Add 15mm white organza ribbon (MTR10-00)
across the top of the card with 6mm rose ribbon
(MTR38-10) over that with a bow tied at the centre. 

Make a tag from coral card. Cut the wording from
the border that surrounds it before peeling from the
sheet (XL658U-01). I’ve coloured mine with peel-off
pens (LUM01), but it can be left gold if you prefer. 

Make a tiny hole at the pointed end of the tag and
add a couple of coils of green wire. Glue the tag in
place on the card. 

the centres on top. Note: If you are using a Fiskars
punch, it’s better to make the insert 2 holes wider
each side and a little shorter, then make the little en-
velope to fit. Use two roses side by side to fill up the
extra space (see main card), otherwise the insert will
be a little too narrow.

Add a ‘best wishes’ sticker on the insert below the
roses (see above). Turn the insert over and write your
message before popping it into the envelope. 

Close the card, stick the envelope onto the panel
behind the aperture and add the greeting above it.
Add a little stardust glitter over all the flowers.

Place two types of each of the green roses with
leaves onto acetate and cut out. Stick one to each
corner of the trellis using glue behind the rose, but
not behind the leaves. Stick a full red rose without
leaves over each green rose. 

Stick two of each type of the red rose centres onto
acetate and cut out. Use sticky fixers to mount these
over the roses on the corners.

Cut a 60mm x 120mm strip of gold paper for the
envelope. Fold to make a 60mm square. Place as
shown in the diagram (previous page), then fold the
bottom corner up and the sides in at 22mm from the
nearest corner point as shown, leave the top flap un-
folded. Stick along the edges where they overlap and
add a little cross motif from the green sticker sheet
where all the points meet.

Make a trellis paper insert for the envelope as
shown below. Punch along two adjacent edges from
the corner, taking care to align the patterns carefully
between punching each edge. Trim the top of the
trellis pattern away to leave just the rows shown 
by the overlaid shape. Trim the sides straight down
from the pattern and cut straight across the bottom
at 48mm from the point shown. 

Cut five small green leaves from 
the little border strips of leaves on 

the sheet and stick them onto 
acetate. Stick a red rose and 

a red rose centre onto 
acetate as well and cut 

them all out. 

Arrange the 
pieces over your 
little insert, stick 
the leaves in 

place, mini fix 
the roses over 

them and mini fix 



Summer Basket
By Christine Moses
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Scrap of Green Paper: KA012PA4 Kaskad.

Platinum Card: CNT102CA4 Centura (similar).

3mm Quilling Paper: Purple, Yellow, 
Cerise and Pale Green.

10mm Pink Quilling Paper.

Peel Off Stickers: XL640U-02 Heart Borders 
and XL408U-02 Wording.

Clear Glitter Glue: GLI56.

Paper Punches: 55mm Scallop Square PPW905
and PPW403 Fern Leaves.

Quilling Tool and 5 Cocktail Sticks.

Card Mount: DEC6U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

under then over the card. Push the next stick in 
going over then under. Weave the remaining sticks 
in the same way to complete the basket. Use sticky
fixers to stick this to the card about 25mm from the
bottom edge.

Make 2 daisies (see below). Use a 20cm strip of
10mm pink paper, fringe along the top and stick a
5cm strip of 3mm purple to the end. Wind onto the
tool as shown and glue to hold. Open out the petals.

Fold Petals OutWind onto ToolWind onto Toolind to T

Approximately Actual Size

Make tight pegs in 3mm yellow paper for the 
flower centres, make 2 using 5cm and 2 using 10cm
lengths. Make 8 cerise petals using 10cm lengths 
of paper wound to loose coils. Make 6 purple petals
using 15cm lengths of paper wound to loose coils
and pinched to a teardrop.

Punch 5 leaves from the bright green paper (only
the medium sized ones are used for this project). 

Arrange the leaves and flowers into the basket,
using the picture (left) as a guide, or make your own
arrangement, winding little scrolls of pale green paper
as needed. 

Add the borders at the top and bottom of the card
as shown and the greeting above the flowers.

Punch a scal-
loped square from 
platinum card and 
cut 25mm from the 
top to make a 30 x 
55mm oblong with 
a straight top as 
shown. Mark the 
back at 7mm in 
from both sides, then starting at 7mm from the bot-
tom, make slits across the card at 5mm intervals.

Cut the cocktail sticks to 30mm long, trimming
from both ends to remove the points. Push the first
stick through the slits, start at the bottom, going

Actual Size



Wedding Cake
By Susan Gahan
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

White Card: REG02 Creative Smooth.

Scrap of Silver Card.

Tulip Paint: FP101 White and 
FP127 Diamond Glitter.

Peel Off Stickers: XL264U-01 Congratulations 
and XL713U-01 Dots.

Ball Tip Embossing Tool.

Thin Sticky Fixer Pads: ADH27.

Card Mount: SF03U-45 Creative Hammer White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

This wedding cake looks delicate in white with a
touch of glitter sparkling in the patterns.

Actual Size

The pretty icing decoration is worked onto 
strips of white card, then layered onto the base 
card once dry. 

Use one of the following methods for 
painting the criss-cross lines. 
Cut a piece of white card to the 
size of each blue outline. Place 
these oblongs on the diagram 
and paint the lines using the 
little edge marks to guide you. 
Alternatively, trace the pattern 
then retrace onto the card to 
indent the lines. Paint over the 
lines then leave aside for 
the paint to dry. 

Cut strips of white 
card to be used for the 
loop edging. Glitter them 
by hand, or trace and in-
dent as before. Set these 
aside to dry leaving the 
ends long for now.

Trace the 
cake outline 
and transfer 
it to the card 
mount. Fold 
the card and 
cut the cake 
shape out 
going through 
both panels. 

Open the card and trim the top white square
from the back panel only. 

Trace the horseshoe from the diagram and
transfer to the back of the silver card twice.
Cut these horseshoes out and use the em-
bossing tool to indent the inner line as shown.
Add three small sticker dots at the top of each 

side. Mount these in a pleasing arrange-
ment on the top square on the front 
panel using mini fixers.

Cut out the three cake oblongs with 
the criss-cross lines on them (if you 
didn’t do this earlier) and sticky fix them 
over the card in the positions shown.

Cut the cake frill strips to length, then
cut around the loops to shape the pan-
els. Sticky fix them in pairs over the 

cake panels with the loops 
facing towards each other.

Cut a panel of white card 
to 10mm x 60mm, add a 
congratulations sticker in the 
centre and a small sticker dot 
in each corner. Sticky fix this 
in the centre of the bottom 
tier to complete the design.
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Below: Christine Moses, Essex.
I dabbed my quilled flowers in liquid chalk to
give them a slight pink hue and mounted them
on a raised panel of white and silver card with
pink ‘Happy Birthday’ paper.

Above: Maureen Wadeson, 
Kincardineshire.
Découpaged flowers mounted on
a punched strip of creative paper.
Finished with self-adhesive gems
and a ‘Happy Birthday’ panel.

Left:
Gwen Doyle, Suffolk.
A pastel-coloured birthday card with a creative
paper background and a spray of punched, 
layered flowers.

Above: Kathy Wellavise, Essex.
I made this stylish party scene
from hand-cut card shapes with
strings of pearls made from lots
of punched pearlescent card.

Below:
Barbara Aspinall, Greater Manchester.
I have used steam train toppers with a num-
ber of different panels to create a range of
contrasting colours and textures across this
birthday card. The peel-off stickers have
been coloured to give them a rich green
colour.

Left: 
Glenda Davis, 
East Sussex.
A musical side-step-
per card with a green
foiled paper strip and
colourful instruments
made from textured
card and rainbow
peel-off stickers.

Below: Peggy Pickering, Surrey.
A 1920s style birthday card featuring my own
original illustration which I scanned onto the
computer and printed onto glossy paper. Em-
bellished with peel-off stickers, a bow and a 
die-cut banner.
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Above: Maureen Izzard, Suffolk.
A foiled, die-cut topper, layered up with
a green creative paper panel. I used
glitter glue to give the green panel a
gold border, matching the topper. 

Left: Linda Spivey, Derbyshire.
A birthday card made with green and
cream coloured card and die-cut top-
pers. The front panel has been shaped
using punches.

Above Left: 
Sue Williams, Somerset.
I printed the crossword and newsprint from the
internet, mounting these and an Autumn leaves
paper panel onto a card which I had embossed.

Below: Phrynette Morrison, Wiltshire.
I cut and layered different papers to-
gether to create the background for
the rubber-stamped image.

Above: Pat Wright, South Glamorgan.
This is the card I made for my husband’s birth-
day. I printed my verse onto yellow paper, stuck
the footballer onto black card and put the words
and numbers onto black foam. Then I went to
town with stickers and finished off with a saw
embellishment.

Above:
Maureen Furniss, Nottinghamshire.
A floral design that contrasts vivid red punched
flower shapes against a black and white back-
ground pattern. I used red ribbon to create the
details on the vase and mounted the ‘Just To
Say’ panel onto silver card to make it stand out.

Below: Marian Chivers, Suffolk.
A découpage card with a layered peel-
off sticker butterfly. The background is
created by sticking angel hair paper
onto mirri card to create a metallic
texture effect.
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Right: Barbara Beeforth, 
North Yorkshire.
I combined black peel-off
stickers with pearlescent 
card to create the look of 
inlaid mother of pearl, and 
contrasted this against a 
textured gold background.

Left: 
Jean Childs, 
Gwent.
A découpage birthday
card. I used one of the
layers as a knitting
template to create 
a woolly coat for the
ram and stitched the
left side of the card
with wool chosen to
match the colours in
the main image.

Right:
Pamela Vickery, 
Wiltshire.
A floral, découpage
design with a decora-
tive punched card
base, gold peel-off
sticker borders and
purple glitter glue
highlights.

Left: June Bunten, Herts.
A pretty design made from
punched borders and a folded
creative paper fan. Finished
with a pink tassel at the base
of the fan.

Right:
Marion White, 
Dorset.
A pirate ship design
with dolphins and
peel-off sticker waves
on a holographic card 
panel.

Above: Colleen Campbell, Australia.
An easel card with computer peel-off stickers arranged so that
the keyboard and mouse lie flat in front of the monitor and case.
Finished with a home-printed wording panel.

Left:
Yvonne williams, 
Monmouthshire.
I created a length of
bunting from cut out
pieces of fabric, but-
tons and gold thread.
I mounted this onto
the card alongside a
range of sewing em-
bellishments and 
a gingham ‘Happy 
Birthday’ panel.
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Below: Irene Heseltine, Edinburgh.
A classically styled card with a punched
silhouette in black card. I added peel-
off sticker borders around the edge 
of the card, with white daisy braid
around the aperture.

Crafting Essentials
Basic Tools And Supplies 

Above: Ginny Adams, Bristol. 
A stylish single-fold design, created
with the waste elements of a peel-off
sticker sheet.

When crafting there are certain tools and
supplies we all come back to again and
again – essential cardmaking supplies. 
To save repeating them over and over on
every project and to help you find the 
basics quickly we’ve gathered them to-
gether in one place.

CUTTING MATS
CM001 A3 Cutting Mat
CM002 A4 Cutting Mat

CRAFT KNIFE
KNI01 Hobby Knife And Blades.
KNI15 Olfa Mini Touch Knife.
KNI21 Fiskars Craft Knife.
KNI23 Fiskars Finger Knife.
KNI24 Fiskars Swivel Knife.

SCISSORS
SCI12 Fiskars Non-Stick Scissors.
SCI15 Fiskars Snip Scissors.
SCI23 Fiskars Universal Craft Scissors.

RULER
RUL02 45cm Cork Backed Metal Ruler.
RUL03 30cm Make Me Ruler.

PENCIL
WRI21 HB Pencil.

PENS
WRI17 Metallic Marker - Extra Fine, Gold.
WRI18 Metallic Marker - Extra Fine, Silver.
WRI60 Metallic Marker - Extra Fine, White.
WRI61 Metallic Marker - Fine, White.

WRI62 Metallic Marker - 5.0mm, Gold.
WRI63 Metallic Marker - 5.0mm, Silver.
WRI64 Metallic Marker - 5.0mm, White.

TWEEZERS
TWE03 Set Of 4 Tweezers.

TRACING PAPER
TR002A4 A4 90gsm.
TR003A4 A4 140gsm.

TAPE 
ADH13 Double Sided Tape 6mm.
ADH16 Double Sided Tape 12mm.
ADH33 25mm × 50m Masking Tape.
ADH38 12mm × 2mm × 2m Foam Tape.

STICKY FIXERS 
ADH05 12 × 25 × 2mm White Pads.
ADH18 5 × 5 × 2mm White Pads.
ADH25 3 × 3 × 2mm White Pads.
ADH26 3 × 3 × 2mm Black Pads.
ADH27 5 × 5 × 1mm White Pads.
ADH28 Glue Dots, Didi Enthusiast Pack.
ADH29 Glue Dots, Mini Enthusiast Pack.
ADH30 Glue Dots, Craft Enthusiast Pack.
ADH31 Glue Dots, Craft And Mini Dots.
ADH34 Glue Dots, White Hook & Loop.
ADH35 Hook & Loop Dots, Black.
ADH36 Hook & Loop Dots, White.

GLUES
ADH01 UHU Clear Adhesive.
ADH07 UHU Glue Stick.
ADH09 Glue Gun And 3 Glue Sticks.
ADH10 Clear Glue Sticks For ADH09.

ADH12 Coloured Glue Sticks For ADH09.
ADH15 UHU Power Spray Adhesive.
ADH19 Dries Clear Adhesive.
ADH37 UHU Extra All Purpose Adhesive.
ADH39 Collall Silicone Adhesive.
ADH40 Sakura Quickie Glue Pen.
SG001 Silicone Adhesive, 25ml.
SG002 Silicone Adhesive, 50ml.
PVA01 Craft Adhesive, 125ml.

SCORING AND EMBOSSING TOOLS
EAZ01 Scoring Board.
EAZ03 Scoring/Folding Tool.
PGA002 Embossing Mat.
SBT101 Embossing Stylus.

HEAT EMBOSSING TOOLS
HOT03 Embossing Heater.
HOT02 Dual Speed Heat Gun. 

FINE PAINTBRUSH
PBR09 Inscribe Brush, Size 9.
PBR10 Inscribe Brush, Size 10.
PBR11 Inscribe Brush, Size 11.

QUILLING TOOL
QT004 Quilling Holder/Guide.
QT005 3mm Quilling Tool.
QT006 2mm Quilling Tool.

PENS – FOR PEEL-OFF STICKERS
LUM01 Lumocolor Pens.

Below: 
Chin Whybrew, Gloucestershire.
For the central panel I knitted a little blue pram
with button wheels. I mounted this onto a panel
of cream and then blue card and added a
matching edge around the aperture.
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